U.K. libraries offer free article access to walk-ins by Clark, I. & Clark, I.
In 2012 the Conservative Minister of State for Universities and Science, David Willetts, made it clear that he saw the opening up of academic research as key to putting more power in the hands of the general public (​http:​/​​/​www.theguardian.com​/​commentisfree​/​2012​/​may​/​01​/​open-free-access-academic-research​).  While he was particularly interested in opening up so-called “taxpayer-funded academic articles”, the opening up of research for the general public has been pushed ever higher up the political agenda. Not least due to advocates for Open Access who have championed the many benefits that would come with the opening up of all research (not merely “taxpayer-funded”).  Now it seems that public libraries are set to play a role in facilitating access to research through the recently announced “Access to Research (​http:​/​​/​www.accesstoresearch.org.uk​/​​)” scheme - opening up thousands of research journal articles accessible solely via public library computers. 

One of the key recommendations of the Finch Group, commissioned by the government to investigate how access to publicly funded research could be expanded, was to provide walk-in access to “the majority of journals in public libraries across the UK (​http:​/​​/​www.researchinfonet.org​/​wp-content​/​uploads​/​2012​/​06​/​Finch-Group-report-FINAL-VERSION.pdf​)” [pdf]. As the report observed (​http:​/​​/​www.google.com​/​url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.researchinfonet.org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2012%2F06%2FFinch-Group-report-FINAL-VERSION.pdf&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGl35-WhX_sf72yf2upJNbGBFQs7w​) [pdf]:
“At a time when public libraries are under severe pressure such a move will help to strengthen their position in the communities they serve, and lead to increased usage and value. It would have an immediate effect in extending access to the great majority of journals for the benefit of everyone in the country.”
Access to Research is a starting point on this road, providing access to more than 8,000 journals from around the world. The initiative includes access to articles on health, biological research, engineering and social sciences and is a result of collaboration between publishers (through the Publishers Association) and librarians (through the Society of Chief Librarians) alongside other parties.
Announcing the initiative at the beginning of February, Janene Cox (President of the Society of Chief Librarians - SCL) revealed that approximately 75 library authorities had expressed an interest in joining the pilot, adding that:
“It re-affirms the important role that public libraries have in supporting learning, promoting research and encouraging greater access and use of digital space and technologies.
“...and the access to research project is evidence that as a sector we are prepared to think innovatively act collaboratively and seek creative solutions to ensure our library offer continues to innovate, improve and deliver real outcomes for our communities.”
Indeed, the announcement was welcomed by public librarians who saw this as an opportunity to open access to research materials that were otherwise out of reach for the vast majority of the public, as well as to encourage more people to visit their local public library. Claire Back, a Development Officer (Digital) at Plymouth City Council, argued that the scheme would have a really positive impact upon the local community:
“Our library users will be able to search for and read over one and half million journal articles, enhancing the collections we already have and strengthening our position in the community as a space for education and learning.”

She went on to add that:

“The library I work in has already had enquiries as a result of the launch publicity. It’s now up to us to make sure that people (including library staff) know about it.”

In terms of the restrictions to walk-in visitors only, Back argued that she does not think this will necessarily be an issue of concern as “this is also the case with the family history websites, Ancestry and Find My Past”, two of the more popular resources made available by her library authority to the general public.

However, this view was not shared by David Prosser, Executive Director of Research Libraries UK (a consortium representing 34 university and other research libraries in the UK). Whilst welcoming the increased access to research findings, he raised concerns about the initiative being restricted to walk-in visitors only:

“…the Access to Research scheme is oddly limiting in its vision, insisting on constraining online electronic information to specific locations at specific times.  The internet and mobile revolution gives the intellectually curious access to information when they want it, where they want it.  Access to Research curtails these freedoms by requiring the curious to visit a library during opening times to gain access to online material.”

Access to Research may open up access to research, but it does so with the requirement that an individual has to visit the library at a time that may not be convenient for them, thus limiting its utility. Furthermore, as Prosser points out, library closures and reduced opening hours may further impact upon the scheme’s impact:
“Public libraries have remote access systems in place which Access to Research could take advantage of.  In a time of public library closures and reduced opening times these restrictions do nothing to ease the path to knowledge for the reader, but are entirely for the convenience of publishers.”
Open access advocates have also been particularly critical about the launch of the scheme. Penny Andrews, an open access advocate and one of the Open Access Button  (​https:​/​​/​www.openaccessbutton.org​/​​)student leadership team, argued in a  (​https:​/​​/​twitter.com​/​pennyb​/​status​/​430260260897841152​)series of tweets that (​https:​/​​/​twitter.com​/​pennyb​/​status​/​430260260897841152​):
“Your users already have access to more articles through OA journals & repositories. Focus on helping them read & use those. Fight for more OA”
Whilst the increased access for the public was “a good thing”, she had some concerns about the implementation of the project and the lack of information about alternatives which she described as “disappointing”.
Certainly increased access to research has been welcomed across the profession and beyond. After all, some access to research in public libraries is better than none. And there is no doubt that some people will benefit from the introduction of this scheme, particularly given the great difficulty the general public have in accessing research.  However, this has to be balanced with the concerns about Open Access and the location specific element of such access.  
It is certainly a step in the right direction in terms of greater access to research, and it is early days yet for this new initiative. It will be interesting to see how this continues to develop and whether we will see ever increasing opening up of research to the general public. Opening up research for broader public consumption is a complex process with various competing interests.  “Access to Research” is another addition to this complex picture. It will be interesting to see how it develops and the impact it has in the coming months.

